GOVERNMENT

PUBLIC SECTOR INSIGHTS AND
SERVICES THAT CONTRIBUTE
TO YOUR SUCCESS

PUBLIC SECTOR SERVICES

AT RSM, WE FULLY UNDERSTAND
OUR GOVERNMENT CLIENTS AND
PROVIDE THE INSIGHTS THEY
NEED TO MAKE DECISIONS IN A
POLITICALLY COMPLEX AND BUDGETCONSTRAINED ENVIRONMENT

Providing insights and tailored solutions to
improve results
The government sector is being challenged by a broader
range of constituencies to deliver more transparency,
efficiency and accountability than ever before.
Leaders in the public sector are under considerable
pressure to ensure that government entities function like
businesses—delivering quality services, implementing
efficient processes and setting new standards that can
withstand examination. At the same time, in the face
of ever-changing economic and political conditions,
government must function productively and show results,
all while focused on achieving its higher mission: to preserve
and protect the public interest.
At RSM, we work together to help the public sector address
a variety of unprecedented challenges in:
Reporting and compliance requirements
We assist government in establishing controls to enhance
accountability and transparency; reduce waste, fraud
and abuse; and ensure that federal, state and local
entities are not unduly exposed to risk. Our solutions in
financial advisory and risk management are strategic and
successfully delivered to governments, authorities and
public agencies.

Risk and internal controls
Governmental organizations can experience a wide range
of risks that may jeopardize their ability to achieve strategic
objectives. Inadequate or failed internal processes and
systems—in addition to unanticipated external events—can
have a devastating effect on a government entity. Our
innovative methodologies and talented professionals help
government entities protect revenues and prevent risk.
Business process re-engineering and
operational transformation
Any effort to streamline government operations must
be aligned with your organization’s mission and strategy
and, ultimately, measured by the results achieved. Our
capabilities help the public sector meet and exceed new
efficiency standards, delivering immediate, value-added
resources to improve government results.
Technology consulting
We help develop tailored solutions—whether implementing
a new IT environment, migrating from a legacy platform or
transforming business intelligence capabilities. RSM often
acts as a client advocate to perform project management
oversight of large implementations, host certain outsourced
applications, or provide specialized technical staff.

Delivering leadership and customized solutions
at a critical time
We help public sector entities—including hundreds of federal,
state and local government units—across the country
improve their performance through a comprehensive
understanding of their business models, internal processes,
objectives and daily realities. We ask the right questions,
read between the lines, listen actively and think holistically—
and we build relationships based on experience and trust.
We are a leading provider of federal accounting and program
management services with decades of experience in
the public sector. We are capable of delivering the proven
verification, accountability, compliance and transparency
required in today’s highly scrutinized public sector
environment. Our clients vary in size and complexity with
budgets ranging from $2 million to multi-billion dollars.

Providing respected and highly sought experience
Our government service specialists combine business
experience, specialized knowledge and activism in financial
issues to help public sector organizations at all levels
respond to market conditions, public sector concerns and
business trends that may affect their ability to operate
effectively and efficiently. We have provided thought
leadership positions to key sectors of government, .including
health and human services; energy; defense; commerce;
treasury and financial; transportation; security; education;
and nonprofit.

Outstanding service through a team approach
As trusted business advisers to the public sector, we can
quickly assemble an experienced, knowledgeable team
of professionals who understand your issues, provide
insights and tailored services, and have a fervent desire
to help you succeed.

About RSM

•• Ranked as the fifth largest audit, tax and business
••
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••

consulting provider (source: Accounting Today)
Member of the sixth largest worldwide network of
independent accounting, tax and consulting firms with
offices in over 116 countries
Established in 1926
Provides global resources with a single point of contact

+1 800 274 3978
rsmus.com
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